For some years past I have been occupied, so far as my routine duties and other researches would allow me, in tracing the mode of growth of cancer in different organs. By this study I hoped to map out the steps of the process^ and, by learning the manner of its growth, perhaps to obtain an insight into the factors determining the departure of the tissues from their normal behaviour and arrangements. In the course of these studies I met with appearances which I could not fit into modes of cell growth and nuclear proliferation, and one of these cases so puzzled me that I asked my principal pathological assistant, Mr W. F. Robertson, to experiment on it with every possible combination of stains, with a view to the possible differentiation of some of these structures. His attempts were soon successful, for by a process of double staining, first with fuchsin and then with iodine green, without passing the sections through any specially decolorising agent, the iodine green replaced the fuchsine in everything, with the exception of certain bodies. This was very forcibly illustrated in a bottle of sections of a cancerous adrenal, in which they were present in great numbers in certain parts of the sections. It was, indeed, this case which gave me the clue to the nature of these organisms, as will be seen presently. They were so numerous and so unmistakable in these sections that they were used lavishly for all kinds of staining, bleaching, counterstaining, and comparison, until they were exhausted, and three other pieces of the same adrenal have been cut, the sections from any of them showing only a few groups in each. The special abundance of the bodies in foci was noted in other cases, and may possibly occur in all. I must also say that they are not necessarily present in every section, nor are they necessarily present in every piece of a tumour which may be cut, although we have seldom had to cut two pieces to find them. As regards their distribution in the various constituents of the morbid growth, they may be present in the small-celled infiltration at the margin of a cancer, or amongst and in the epithelial cells in the cancerous alveoli, as in Fig. 1 ; or in the stroma, or in the lymphatics. In one case of very diffuse infection of mammae, liver, and spleen, Fig. 1, et seq., and the study of the isolated fuchsin bodies is necessary for the complete understanding of this interesting link in the history of the organism. What I find is this : An isolated individual is present, for example, in an epithelial cell, as in Fig. 2 In these, as the organism becomes granular and degenerates, the spores in it become more visible. In Fig. 8 there is a very large fuchsin body stained purple, and lying in its space, and in it spores are very distinctly present. In Fig.  5 there is a large space with four free purple-stained fuchsin bodies, and in the nucleus of an adjoining epithelial cell a similar body which, I take it, has recently migrated; and it is to be noted that this has no vacuole round it. A similar appearance is seen in Fig. 10 (logwood and eosine) From all this it might still be contended we were dealing with a protozoon, but I have to draw attention to Fig. 9 , from a section stained by Gram's method with methyl-violet. This stain shows the process most diagrammatically, although it is to be observed by other staining methods. Here it is quite unmistakably to be seen that a large fuchsin body gives either off or out a small globular body (Fig. 9 B) , which gradually increases its distance from the parent body, but remains attached to it by a delicate filament ( Fig. 9 C) ; this bud grows and gives off another, and so on, and there is obtained such a figure as is represented in Fig. 9 D. In other cases, however, there are rows or clumps, the individuals of which overlap one another, as seen in Fig. 9 A, (Fig. 9 F) , that the effect of this entrance is that the cell-protoplasm becomes clearer, and the chromogenic granules are driven to the circumference of the cell; at all events they disappear, with the result that the small fuchsin body is surrounded by a clear space, with a distinct limiting ring formed by the remains of the comparatively unaltered protoplasm (Fig. 9  G) (Fig. 10) , but a vacuole is produced (Fig. 10 a) , this vacuolation being evidently simply a change wrought in the cell protoplasm by the fuchsin body which leads to its clarification, increased transparency, and to a loss of tinting capacity. Dr Bruce referred to the great interest which had been excited among pathological workers in Edinburgh by the valued contribution of Dr Russell at their previous meeting, and stated that he felt sure that whether or not the members of the Society saw their way towards agreement with Dr Russell's views, they must none the less set a very high value upon his work. In the remarks which followed he would prefer to point out possible sources of error in the observations which would require to be eliminated before these observations could be accepted as conclusive. It was necessary, before accepting Dr Russell's conclusions, that they should be satisfied that the differential method of staining which he employed selected only bodies of the nature of organisms. It was remarkable that the bodies which retained the fuchsin dye were of extremely various sizes,?a fact which rendered it very unlikely that they should be organisms; and, further, the relationship which these bodies showed to each other, as illustrated by Dr Russell's sections and diagrams, was not at all that of any known yeast plant. In one section, which was figured in the British Medical Journal, a rounded homogeneous looking body in the interior of the nucleus had retained the fuchsin dye, and it appeared more probable that these represented the chromatin of the nucleus gathered into a mass in the centre of the nucleus rather than that they represented organisms. On staining a series of sections from a carcinoma of the liver, Dr Bruce had seen all stages of transition between the chromatin network filling the nucleus to the rounded mass of pigment in the centre of the nucleus. Other bodies within the epithelial cells might be, and very possibly were, degenerated leucocytes which had been absorbed into the cells and partially digested there, or represented forms of local degeneration of the protoplasm of the cell. In the cells in the connective tissue in the neighbourhood of the tumour it was possible that the fuchsin bodies around the nucleus represented granules of degeneration similar to, if not identical with, those which Ehrlich had found to absorb eosin with great readiness. If such cells were to break up, the granules would appear as free minute spherules with a remarkable resemblance to micro-organisms, but of this matter others would probably speak who were more conversant with the subject. Dr Russell had apparently not endeavoured to cultivate these bodies, which was still the only satisfactory proof that they Germany, and might have been altogether omitted, and it was quite possible that some of these might require correction. Keferring to the objections to the structure under consideration being a member of the sprouting fungi, he again drew attention to the appearance of bud formation and the attachment of these to the parent, and the continuation of this budding process to the formation of clusters and groups, and that notwithstanding there might be differences as compared with the better known unicellular fungi, still the process was more like the multiplication of these than any morbid process with which he was acquainted. It was, however, quite possible that the structures might be found in other conditions, for he had not all kinds of pathological material at his disposal, and this was a part of the work which others might extend.
